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Floating to the top

New flotation technologies being introduced reflect a
drive for greater sustainability, desire to achieve greater
efficiency from existing plants & also a move to better
handle fines & coarse particles, reports Paul Moore
he central technology recovering most
metals and minerals in the mining industry
today remains flotation. However, it is also
an industry that is not standing still – new
technologies are being brought in – both by the
largest two players and market leaders, but also
by a number of other innovative companies. The
focus as before is on efficiency but increasingly
on sustainability as well. The importance of the
retrofit market, and in particular replacing older
mechanisms, is also very clear.
For this article we began by talking with Metso
Outotec – namely Alejandro Yáñez, Senior
Manager, Concorde Technology; Antti Rinne, VP
Flotation; and Guillermo Bermudez, Director,
Flotation Products. Metso Outotec says it can
provide the whole concentrator plant circuit and
has in-house capabilities starting from test work,
to modelling and simulation, to running tradeoffs with different equipment selections and
plant layouts, to designing a plant for optimised
revenues. It has also delivered pilot equipment to
several test facilities in recent years. It says
whenever piloting is possible, more accurate
process modelling will be possible to support an
optimised flowsheet and layout. It will also allow
easier creation of a digital twin.
Starting with the Concorde Cell™, this was
introduced in November 2021 and was Metso
Outotec’s most significant flotation launch in
several years. The patented technology Metso
Outotec said is the first fine and ultra-fine
flotation solution for more finely disseminated
and complex orebodies that have previously
been inaccessible. On the market response to the
Concorde Cell, Yáñez comments: “Introducing a
new technology to the industry can be a long
journey. Metso Outotec’s Concorde Cell journey
started back in 2018 when first prototypes were
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developed, then introduced demonstrative and
production units into mineral processing
flowsheets. The patented Concorde Cell
technology is the first fine and ultra-fine solution
for complex and previously inaccessible ore
types within various mineral processing
flowsheets including gold, copper, nickel,
platinum, silver, lead, zinc & molybdenum. We
see a very positive market response to the
Concorde Cell offering. In April 2022 Metso
Outotec also launched the Concorde Blast
Tube™ Upgrade to help miners operating with
self-aspirated pneumatic flotation cells to
enhance fine and ultrafine particle selectivity. The
Concorde Cell™ technology has been in the
industry as a production unit since Q1 2020. We
have secured plant level experience in copper,
silver, platinum among other applications so far
and are preparing for the commissioning of
additional units in nickel and gold applications in
the coming months.”
But there is also a strong sustainability angle
to the Concorde Cell and Metso Outotec’s other
key flotation technologies. Rinne said that in
flotation, Metso Outotec has been able to
achieve significant savings in energy

TAKRAF DELKOR BQR cells with MAXGen
mechanisms installed at an Australian gold mine

consumption combined with improved yield of
valuables, and these all count very well towards
its Planet Positive targets.
“The Concorde Cell technology enables the
efficient use of earth’s resources with increased
recovery of fines and smaller plant footprint,
helping miners to minimise energy and water
consumption per metal production targets. The
energy-efficient TankCell® flotation cells are part
of our Planet Positive offering and are designed
to provide optimal metallurgical performance
sustainably. All components as well as electrical
equipment have been selected for maximum
availability and operating life. When combining
TankCell flotation with the Concorde Cell,
customers can unlock the potential for even
further improved performance. Higher recovery,
selectivity and final concentrate grade are just a
few of the benefits. On top of this, we have a
comprehensive automation, services and
modernisation offering to support our customers’
flotation process improvement and optimisation
needs.”
The company recently re-launched its
TankCell® technology which continues to be the
leading mechanical flotation cell product in the
world. In the launch statement, Metso Outotec
says that since the 1990s, it has delivered nearly
8,000 TankCell flotation cells to mining
customers around the world, with a size range
that goes from 5 m3 to 630 m3. TankCell units are
equipped with the FloatForce® mixing
mechanism, which provides improved flotation
hydrodynamics and pumping performance at
high air dispersion rates. Thanks to this
innovative mixing mechanism, particle recovery
in the flotation cell is very efficient while power
consumption and the risk of sanding is reduced,
according to the company. Rinne additionally told
IM that it is working on exciting new
developments in the innovative FloatForce
technology and expects to introduce the nextgeneration mixing mechanisms soon. The RCS
cell design, which came from the Metso side of
the company from before the merger with

The patented Concorde technology is a new fine and ultra-fine flotation solution for complex and
previously inaccessible ore types
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Outotec, remains available, but TankCells are
more often selected. However, Metso Outotec
added that there is still market space for RCS
cells such as in legacy operations using that
technology.
What about coarse particle flotation? Rinne
added that Metso Outotec is working with
various projects looking at recovery of coarse
particles as the industry is moving towards larger
and larger throughputs along comminution
flowsheets that require high capital and
operating cost. “Grinding required for low grade
valuable minerals liberation has opened the door
for coarse particle flotation solutions. The right
flotation technologies will play very significant
roles in supporting achievement of current and
future ESG targets. A positive change in the
flotation circuit can significantly decrease energy
and water consumption across the whole
concentrator. New innovations such as coarse
particle flotation allows to directly reduce energy
and water per metal production.”
Metso Outotec has also recently been highly
successful with retrofits and upgrades, including
Center Launder Upgrades. Bermudez comments:
“Recent advances in flotation cell technology can
be implemented into existing flotation cells
through retrofit projects to improve equipment
efficiency. In recent years, the Center Launder
Upgrade has been a successful solution to
enhance metallurgical performance by optimising
the open froth area in a flotation cell. The
upgrade can result in quick turn-around projects.
For example, recent Center Launder Upgrades in
North America have resulted in return on
investment from two to six months. Metso
Outotec has engineered various retrofit packages
to optimise existing cells’ efficiency on all fronts.
Upgrading flotation equipment can result in
increased metallurgical recovery whilst using the
same installed equipment. The new increased
production of valuable material is a surplus to
typical energy-to-tonne ratio, improving in this
way the plant’s overall energy consumption per
tonne of concentrate.”
Finally, regarding the bigger picture, Rinne and
Bermudez add: “Metso Outotec has launched
Metrics to provide advanced connected analytics
and expertise for our customers. We are soon
expanding the Metrics offering to TankCell as a
solution to improve sustainability, increase asset
availability and lower maintenance costs. The
new Metso Outotec Metrics for TankCell will
ensure digitalised mechanical and metallurgical
performance of the flotation equipment.”
Metso Outotec has also launched a sciencebased digital twin, Metso Outotec Geminex™, for
managing variability and optimising resources.
“The unique solution simulates and optimises
seamless sustainable operations in minerals,
pyro- and hydrometallurgical processes by
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combining operational data from both internal
and external data sources. With Geminex,
alternative operational scenarios and parameters
can be efficiently simulated and tested based on
accurate process models and real data. It
provides invaluable information for short- and
long-term decision-making and allows operations
to use resources in an optimal way while
considering both impacts and constraints.”

FLSmidth refines existing
technologies & introduces new ones
At FLSmidth, IM spoke in-depth to Global
Product Director, Dariusz Lelinski and Lance
Christodoulou, Global Product Line Manager –
REFLUX™ Technologies.
Lelinski says that today FLSmidth has two
main conventional forced air and self aspirated
cells in its offer: “With our WEMCO cells we have
the WEMCO II design coming online which is
essentially an upgrade to the original WEMCO
technology. Then nextSTEP, introduced about six
years ago is an upgrade to our original DorrOliver cells. With the old Dorr-Oliver forced air
machine, we redesigned it with a new rotor
stator mechanism.”
In terms of the tanks themselves, Lelinski
added that the vast majority of the market (for
both FLSmidth and others) is now using
cylindrical tank type cells for metallic sulphide
flotation including copper and nickel but
interestingly for FLSmidth its older rectangular
design remains very popular in the industrial
minerals market such as phosphate, silica,
potash, fluorspar, barytes and graphite – but also
coal; here it refers to the original cells as WEMCO
I+I; which perhaps surprisingly still represent
about a third of its self-aspirated cells sales.
With WEMCO II FLSmidth is finalising
industrial trials – “two plants are currently
running, one at a mine in Nevada where we have
retrofitted two 70 m3 rectangular WEMCOs; then
at a mine in Peru we have replaced mechanisms
on two 250 m3 cells. WEMCO II was designed to
be able to insert the whole new mechanism
using a dedicated stand during scheduled
maintenance, to minimise disruption for the
customer. While of course we offer the
technology for greenfield flotation plants, the
potential retrofit market is huge – there are in
excess of 40,000 WEMCO cells running today,
many of which are small sizes. But WEMCO II was
designed to be able to be installed on any cell
size.”
With mixedROW, nextSTEP and WEMCO II
come together and Lelinski says it is continuing
to do research using scaled down versions – not
using pilot Denver type cells which has been
typical in flotation technology testing. “We also
run exactly the same slurry. We have found that
forced air nextSTEP is much better at fast floating

FLSmidth is now in the process of scaling up its
REFLUX Flotation Cell technology with testing
to start at KGHM and LKAB
material – WEMCO II is better at slow floating
non-liberated material including fines and coarse
particles. This is shown in the attached graph
and is the main reason why nextSTEP works so
well. We hit the slurry with the nextSTEP at the
beginning and clean the slow floating material
with WEMCO II at the end.”
Notable greenfield nextSTEP installations
include Teck’s QB2 copper mine, which has
deployed nextSTEP 650 m3 cells. But again, a lot
of retrofits of Dorr-Oliver cells are also being
done – plus they are also being applied as
refrofits to competitor cells. Interestingly, since
nextSTEP’s launch, FLSmidth has sold well over
700 units within which the greenfield-retrofit
market share has been about 50:50.
So for greenfield what are the main factors
determining selection of nextSTEP or WEMCO II
or the mixedROW combined approach? Lelinski:
“It is mainly based on the type of materials you
are recovering – easy flotating porphyry copper
ore for example is best suited to nextSTEP; and if
there is some more challenging slow floating
material then it is better suited to WEMCO II or
mixedROW ie a combination of WEMCO II and
nextSTEP. We believe mixedROW to be by far the
most effective solution where you have a
combination of easier and harder to float
material, but there is an element of customer
preference as well – mainly relating to not
wanting two cell types from a spare parts and
spare parts point of view. As an example, Cerro
Verde and KAZ Minerals Aktogay have all
WEMCOs; whereas Toquepala, Las Bambas and
Antapaccay all have mixedROW installations.”
Beyond WEMCO II and nextSTEP FLSmidth
also has column cells, where it offers now
improved external recirculating sparging system
as well as insertion style spargers. But the real
new technology focus is the REFLUX suite.
First off is the CoarseAir, FLSmidth’s approach
to handling coarse particles. Christodoulou says
its exact application is site specific but it can be
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applied in a particle size range from a p80 of 350
microns to 850 microns in metallic sulphide
minerals but some industrial minerals processes
can see particle sizes of 1 mm or more. He adds:
“In essence CoarseAir is effectively a REFLUX
classifier that is utilising an aerated fluidisation
system. You can look at it as a hybrid between a
teeter bed separator and a flotation cell,
combining a dense bed with the application of
air. It includes lamella plates for much more
efficient separation as well as the ability to
operate with a higher degree of fines than other
coarse particle flotation options in the market.
Finally compared to open tank style teeter bed
separators, CoarseAir offers a much sharper cut
and a higher throughput by area. The testwork
we have done shows we are able to take cyclone
underflow material of the appropriate size
distribution and feed that straight to the
CoarseAir and achieve adequate recoveries and
grade.”
CoarseAir is one element of what FLSmidth
calls its REFLEX technology suite – which also
includes the REFLUX Classifier, The REFLUX™
Flotation Cell (RFC™) combines several
technological elements to achieve superior
performance in maximising recovery, gas flux,
bubble-liquid segregation and product cleaning.
CoarseAir as the name suggests goes after
coarse particles; then the RFC is a high efficiency
flotation machine – “the recovery curve is

shifted, allowing production of high grade
concentrate at high recoveries, while also
reducing substantially the required flotation
volume – five or even seven times less. And while
the RFC would currently be aimed at smaller
footprint cleaning circuits and scavenging
applications, the technology is still suitable for
large scale roughing – but of course it is a new
technology so we are taking things gradually to
minimise risk.”
Sustainability is also front and centre for
FLSmidth, so what does the flotation part of the
flowsheet of the future look like in the
MissionZero mine? “CoarseAir will allow an
increase in the grind size, with the RFC handling
reground coarse material and any fine material
present. That all means lower water usage plus
reduced power due to not requiring a finer grind.
It also means lower tailings volumes and less
metals lost in the tailings,” said Christodoulou.
He added CoarseAir is at a site trials stage using
a pilot machine.
The RFC he said is undergoing a full scale trial
in Australia at a coal operation. “Initial results
show that the scale up from pilot scale is going
exactly as predicted with flow rates twice that of
conventional flotation systems.” Then looking at
metals recovery there is the RFC upscaling
project, supported by EIT RawMaterials with EU
co-funding. The project goal is to demonstrate
the superior performance of the RFC for copper

and iron ore. This is an important intermediate
step to the full commercialisation of the
technology via consortium partners and
FLSmidth.
During the project, FLSmidth says it will create
and validate a profound Go-To-Market strategy
including financial planning and business model
developments. Phase 1 is complete, which saw
feasibility studies with the RFC-100 pilot plant to
narrow down design options, then engineering
and assembly of the RFC-850 demo plant. Pilot
work has been completed with two mining
partners, copper miner KGHM in Poland, and iron
ore miner LKAB in Sweden – now full size RFC850s have also been installed at those sites for
full scale trials.
Back to the overall market – how important is
retrofit versus greenfield? For the new
technologies most of the initial installs are likely
to be retrofits or tailings related but as the
technology becomes accepted, more of them will
enter the greenfield market. Christodoulou: “The
appetite for new technologies is much greater
now than even a decade ago as miners seek to
maximise recoveries as well as achieve
sustainability targets.”
This increase in interest is manifesting itself in
much more piloting and testing – and FLSmidth
is well set up for this. It has three containerised
RFC pilot units that are available for site trials; in
addition to a lab pilot unit. There is also a
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DELKOR BQR flotation cell with MAXGen mechanism
Superior metallurgical performance and increased metal recovery at lower cost of ownership
Improved particle-bubble interaction, faster flotation kinetics and precise froth level controls
Cell bypass ready provision for improved flexibility and ease of maintenance
Available in sizes from 1.5 m³ (BQR15) to 300 m³ (BQR3000)
info@takraf.com

www.takraf.com

For more information about
our BQR flotation cells
please scan the QR-code.
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A new era for the BQR cell
For the latest on TAKRAF Group brand DELKOR and its increasingly
popular BQR flotation cell, IM spoke to Rajiv Krishnamurthy, Sales
Manager – Europe for DELKOR products
Q When was the basic BQR cell design originally developed and why was
the decision taken to refine the design?
A The original design of BQR flotation cell was made in 1996 by Bateman
Equipment in collaboration with CSIRO. Bateman was then acquired in
2012 by TAKRAF owner Tenova. When developed, BQR boasted the
advantage of an overhung stator and open rotor, which allowed the
mechanism to be removed as one piece for maintenance outside cell
without have a person entering into the cell. The overhung stator also
allowed, in many cases, the restart of the mechanism under load.
However, in the years after it was introduced, mine ore grades were
decreasing and so the capacity of flotation plants increased, and the
flotation cell sizes also started increasing. For cells larger than 70 m3, the
removal of the mechanism in one piece demanded more head room in the
flotation building. This was one of the main reasons for us at DELKOR to
refine the design. We also wanted to up the competition by bringing in a
new MAXGen mechanism to provide best-in-class metallurgical
performance for coarse and fine particle flotation with lesser power
consumption to support our customers’ endeavours in sustainability.

A The MAXGen mechanism allows the stator to be fixed on the bottom of
the tank, enabling the mine to remove the mechanism in parts for
maintenance in a similar way to our major competitors and it also allows
us to compete well in the size range larger than 70 m3 as well. MAXGen
also offers best-in-the-class metallurgical performance focusing on
generating optimum bubble size distribution enabling best bubble-particle
interaction and consuming lesser power. We now have orders in execution
or in the process of installation for BQR cell sizes up to 100 m3. The
feedback from initial commercial installations in India, Australia and Spain
have only confirmed what industrial trials of MAXGen mechanism had
indicated its capability in achieving improved metallurgical performance
like higher grades of concentrate with increased recoveries. The MAXGen
mechanism is definitely playing a major role in allowing BQR to make
more impact in flotation market.
Q Are there any recent installations or orders that you would say
highlight the ability of BQR with MAXGen to compete on a level playing
field?
A I would highlight recent orders in Australia for nickel and gold, silverlead and zinc in Europe and an order in PGM minerals in South Africa.
Renowned engineering houses have been involved in all of these projects
as EPC/EPCM so this only supports the fact that BQR equipped with
MAXGen has the ability to play and compete on a level playing field with
our well established competitors.

Q Can you give more detail on what MAXGen does?
containerised CoarseAir as well as a lab machine.
On the other cell technologies, FLSmidth has six
1.5 m3 containerised pilot cells capable of

running work on nextSTEP, WEMCO and WEMCO
II set-ups. They are fitted with the tank, controls,
dart valves, feed box – all the elements you have
on a full scale cell.
Lelinksi: “All you need is
a slipstream feed, along
with power and
compressed air. While
the pilot cell is small, it
is still scalable up to
industrial operation. It
has its own froth
overflow, and the same
relative energy input. It
allows testing at real
plants with no impact on
the main production. For
mixedROW you can have
two pilot rigs side by
side with a feed
distributor. FLSmidth
has a dedicated group
of people only working
on pilot machine design,
setup and rental then
evaluation. All of our
test equipment is about
as plug and play as you
can get, as well as fully
scalable.” And pilot
skids have been built to
serve particular regions
duratray.com
– FLSmidth has an RFC
pilot and conventional

flotation pilot specifically for the Australian
market, for example.

Eriez fulfilling a pressing market
need with HydroFloat
Eriez Flotation has been paving the way with
coarse particle flotation (also referred to as
recovery) using its HydroFloat® flotation
technology in recent years – it had already been
operating well in the phosphate industry for
about 20 years. Then in 2018, the HydroFloat was
successfully implemented in the copper industry
at Newcrest Cadia in Australia, and with Anglo
American it now includes the Quellaveco copper
mine in Peru, now the largest CPF plant in the
world. It builds on HydroFloat success at Anglo’s
El Soldado copper mine in Chile, which has the
capacity to process approximately 30% of that
mine’s tailings. The Quellaveco CPF is ten times

CARRYING THE FUTURE
UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY
TO OUTLAST AND OUTPERFORM
info@duratray.com
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larger, with ten HydroFloat modules.
IM spoke to Eric Bain Wasmund, Eriez Vice
President Global Flotation Business. He
commented: “More and more HydroFloat®
coarse particle flotation projects are being
studied, piloted, engineered and developed,
across the globe. The major advantages for users
are less energy use, less net water use, debottlenecking of expensive assets like grinding
mills, and the production of safer tailings.
Innovative companies like Anglo American are
developing complementary technology as part of
their FutureSmartMining® platform that can take
advantage of features of the HydroFloat, for
example, using the inherent coarse size
distribution of the tail to develop low-cost drystacking with the potential of a water-less mine.
The ecosystem for applications and equipment
that unlock the benefits of CPF is starting to
grow.”
He adds that HydroFloats are being used in the
traditional tail scavenging application, which
typically yields 4-6% additional global flotation
recovery and allows higher mill throughputs.
“Anglo’s Quellaveco will be the largest tail
scavenging plant when it is commissioned next
year, and more plants of a similar size are
expected. HydroFloats have also been
demonstrated in the coarse gangue rejection or
ore-sorting application at El Soldado. In this
application generally, there are potential
reductions of 20% for mill energy and 80% for
net water consumption.”
Interestingly he says that as the HydroFloat
becomes more commercially accepted, there is a
recognition that HydroFloat flowsheets are
fundamentally different from conventional
flotation flowsheets: “There is complementary
equipment, configurations and operating
paradigms that need to be brought to the
application and tested as part of an integrated
system. This approach involves contributions
from the owner’s technical teams, engineering
houses, and vendors.”
Finally, while the HydroFloat is the key unit
operation for CPF, Wasmund says it is not the
only success factor for the application. “In a
previous HydroFloat CPF demonstration module,
Eriez worked closely with the stakeholder groups
including other vendors to test and supply
equipment, and then to assist the owner to
assess the outcomes and make adjustments, and
one of those vendors was Weir. We learned that
the high abrasion caused by monodisperse
coarse ore slurries requires special lining
materials and computational techniques to
predict wear. We also learned that optimised feed
classification can have a positive impact on the
mass balance and performance of the CPF
circuit.”
The other big and exciting news from Eriez is

Anglo CPR plant at Quellaveco
Anglo American confirmed to IM that construction of what it calls the Coarse Particle Recovery
(CPR) plant at the Quellaveco copper mine in Peru, which includes the Eriez HydroFloat
technology, started two months ago and will be completed in H2 2023, adding: “As far as we
know, this will be the largest CPR plant in the world in the copper industry.” Metso Outotec
Vertimills are also used at Quellaveco in addition to SAG mills and ball mills, specifically to
regrind the HydroFloat concentrate so that it can be returned to the flotation cells. The Quellaveco
CPR plant design was completed by DRA. While learnings from El Soldado were incorporated into
the design, at Quellaveco the CPR is used to scavenge coarse losses from plant tailings which is a
different configuration. At Quellaveco the CPR plant will also use recycled water from the tailings
thickeners, saving fresh water.
the announcement that Weir Minerals and Eriez
ProProcess – perfecting mobile
Flotation have announced a cooperative agreement to
flotation pilot plants
design and develop CPF systems. Weir Minerals
In August 2020 South Africa’s ProProcess was
has families of products in wear linings and wet
awarded the EPC contract for a Fines Flotation
slurry classification, so Wasmund argues that
Mobile Pilot Plant, which included the detailed
they are well suited to this role. “The combination of
design, assembly and water commissioning of
pumps, cyclones, classification equipment, and
the plant at the ProProcess premises in
other mill circuit products supplied by Weir
Johannesburg. This phase of the project was
Minerals, along with Eriez’ game-changing
completed within eight months. Modular process
HydroFloat, StackCell®, columns and sparging
plant projects have the advantage of reducing
systems, allows owners to take advantage of
overall construction and installation time by 30 to
well-matched equipment designed and tested as
50%. Further to this, ProProcess has over the
a system. This makes Weir a natural fit for
past 12 years developed and optimised an
contributing to CPF flowsheets.”
inhouse project execution methodology to
The non-exclusive cooperation agreement sees
fabricate and assemble these plants in the
Weir and Eriez supporting each other in offering
shortest time possible.
coarse particle flotation flowsheets to customers,
This particular modular process plant is used
who have the option to consider Weir and Eriez
for platinum concentrate flowsheet optimisation
packages together or
separately. This
cooperative model is
fundamentally different
from the traditional OEM
model of lumping
multiple equipment
offerings under a single
INNOVATIVE
PROFITABLE
SUSTAINABLE
vendor.
&RDUVHDQGÀQH
Increases mine
Reduces energy and
“The other advantage
particle recovery in
throughput by
water consumption
of this arrangement is
one device.
up to 60%.
by up to 50%.
that in the future, owner’s
teams will have the
possibility to test the
integration of Weir and
Eriez equipment at the
piloting and demonstration
scale, thereby reducing
perceived technical risk
in project development.
At Eriez, we believe that
this partnership will
help the CPF ecosystem
to grow more quickly
and will benefit our
customers who are
using this technology to
make game-changing
Explore Jord’s pioneering range of
improvements to the
PLQHUDOVEHQHÀFLDWLRQWHFKQRORJLHV
mining business.”
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Jord’s NovaCell™ potential to be a game changer
The NovaCell, invented by Laureate Professor Graeme Jameson, and part
of the portfolio of Australia’s Jord international, was developed to deliver
step changes in flotation process efficiency and to optimise current
processing practices. Its novel configuration produces the ideal
hydrodynamic conditions for both coarse and fine particle flotation
recovery. IM caught up with Jord Technology Manager, Sherwin Morgan.
Q If you had to highlight one attribute of NovaCell that makes it a game
changer would it be sustainability? Is that something increasingly being
appreciated in the market?
A Yes, the NovaCell provides mining operators with options to minimise
their energy and water consumption, as well as reduce fine waste
material. Over the last year, through extensive testing, these benefits are
being better understood and the technology is now being incorporated
more regularly in optimisation studies. The NovaCell is unique in that it
can achieve high recovery efficiencies across the full particle size
distribution. So, irrespective of whether its valuable fines, intermediate or
coarse particles, all the available minerals in the feed stream are
recovered in one flotation device. Other newer technologies generally
focus on a particular size band, whether its fine or coarse. Thus,
competing technologies need to rely on hybrid flotation circuits to achieve
the same level of recovery and sustainability performance.
Q To what extent has your testing borne out these sustainability claims
in terms of real results?
A In a recent case study, the sustainability benefits of the NovaCell for a
porphyry copper deposit were demonstrated. The results indicated that
the NovaCell, at a P80 of 425 microns, could maintain the current plant
copper recovery (at 90%), whilst reducing the energy (up to 50%) and
water consumption (up to 40%).
and as IM reported in 2021 was supplied to
Anglo American Platinum. It comprises 16 road
transportable ISO frame skids conforming to 40
ft marine container dimensions. After water
commissioning, the pilot plant was disassembled
and transported to the client site. Site erection
was completed within three weeks. Using a
modular plant construction methodology
removes up to 80% of site construction activities.
An added benefit that off-site construction offers
is easier build control, thus these projects enjoy
higher safety achievements. They also generate
less material waste, reduce energy consumption
and reduce the project’s carbon footprint, this
makes the modular plant build philosophy more
environmentally sustainable.
Tanja Marcus, ProProcess Process Lead told
IM: “Historically the South African mining sector
executed projects in a traditional manner, due to
the size of the process equipment and lack of
local modular process plant specialists in this
industry. The modular build project philosophy is
starting to gain traction locally, especially for
processes that lend themselves to this approach.
ProProcess has supplied multiple modular
process plant systems, where the end-user offloads the units, connects electricity and water if
required, fills with chemicals if required, and
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Jord NovaCell design
Q Is its fine and coarse
flotation capability unique in
the market? What has market
feedback been like?
A Yes, the NovaCell is the only
commercially available
flotation device that can
recover valuable particles
across the full particle size
distribution range in one
device. Thus, the NovaCell can
treat the full process flow and
the circuit is simple to
implement and control. The
feedback has been very positive, especially for critical minerals. Our
customers are surprised by the feed throughput and sustainability
benefits the technology offers. In addition, the NovaCell pre-concentration
capabilities are also being evaluated, with the objective to extend mine
life and reduce mining costs. As an example, the NovaCell was recently
selected for innovation funding by OZ Minerals, Amira Global and the
International Copper Association Australia.
Q Where is the project to date - have you moved beyond in-house testing
to trials of the cell in real concentrator plants with customers?
A The most advanced project is with a consortium of international clients,
where the in-house testing has produced very positive results. The group
has agreed to progress the project and fund on-site pilot plant trials. The
business case is based on a 10% recovery improvement will be a reduction
energy and water consumption. Moving into 2023 we will expand our
testing capabilities across multiple locations, open a satellite office in
North America and expand our project pipeline in lithium and potash.

starts operating the modular plant within a very
short time-frame. Flotation processes are
typically too large to implement using this
project execution methodology. An industry trend
over recent years has, however, been to prove the
process flowsheet and chemistry using site
operating conditions and feed material. This has
seen scoping studies being conducted in
laboratories and many piloting and
demonstration activities taking place on location.
This also holds true for minerals processing including flotation - flowsheets.”
Marcus says the first campaign for the Fines
Flotation Mobile Pilot Plant was successfully
completed by the client, and further campaigns
are still planned. “The advantage of using this
pilot plant on site is that the process can be
tested and optimised, without affecting the
output of the main process plant. Other
operators have expressed interest in owning
modular piloting equipment as well, not just for
flotation circuits but other unit processes as
well.”

Precise dosing of flotation reagents –
Solvay Cube
As already stated, the recovery of precious and
base metals is increasingly focused on ores with

lower grade content, while mines simultaneously
face pressure to reduce their environmental
footprint, save energy and improve operational
safety. Global flotation chemicals supplier Solvay
says it addresses these needs with an
encompassing approach to help mining
companies optimise their processes, from more
efficient processing to replacing hazardous
reagents and minimising the loss of valuable
minerals during flotation.
According to Genevieve Castillo, Global
Marketing Manager for Solvay’s Mining Solutions
business, as mines increasingly turn to digital
solutions to support their productivity and
sustainability goals, they are looking not only at
equipment and process improvements, but also
at adapting reagent formulations in real time
with help from plant data and artificial
intelligence. “Solvay brought dynamic
formulation to life with the Solvay Cube, a stateof-the-art portable dosing system designed to
facilitate precise blending and dosing control of
reagent chemicals. A digital mining solution, the
Solvay Cube is fully connected with mill systems,
enabling near-real-time, on-the-fly reagent
adjustments based on plant operating data. In
turn, plants get their formulation right the first
time, reducing the risk of instability during trials,
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as well as consumption of chemicals, water and
energy.”
It says adoption of the Solvay Cube continues
to grow. In a recent frother application, a Mexican
lead-zinc-silver mine deployed the Cube to
increase silver recovery by 9% and improve the
zinc grade by 1% while reducing insolubles.
Health, safety and environmental (HSE)
concerns at mines come in many forms. Solvay
states: “When a chemical is highly toxic and has
a distinct odour, it may well be NaHS – or sodium
hydrosulphide – one of the most controversial
depressants commonly used in coppermolybdenum separation. Its toxicity lies in the
generation of hydrogen sulphide gas, an issue
compounded by high treatment costs and logistic
challenges.” Solvay’s AERO® 7260 and AERO® NR
7361 sulphide mineral depressants can either
partially or fully replace NaHS. “As safer and
more sustainable solutions, these reagents also
require lower dosages while delivering equal or
even superior metallurgic performance. With
AERO® 7260, one of the biggest Cu-Mo mines in
North America was able to achieve their highest
production of Mo concentrate, and with AERO®
NR 7361, another mine reduced overall treatment
costs by 50%.”
Severe HSE issues are also associated with the
use of xanthates as flotation reagents.
“Xanthates are combustible, tend to self-ignite
and can release toxic gases during storage,
shipment and use. As alternatives with superior

stability and safety, Solvay’s AERO® XR xanthate
replacement series collectors provide significant
advantages, from ease of handling and lower
exposure, to safer stock management and
simplified operation. A major gold mine reduced
their reagent consumption with AERO® XR while
increasing their gold recovery by 2%.”
Another challenge can be the impact of
carbonaceous gangue minerals on sulphide
flotation, such as requiring higher reagent dosages,
leading to cell overflows or compromising
flotation kinetics. “AERO® carbon depressants
are among Solvay’s robust solutions for ores with
high carbon content. Besides reducing reagent
consumption, they show excellent carbon
depression and minimise the loss of valuable
minerals to tails during flotation. In one recent
case, the use of AERO® 641 depressant on a
carbon-containing copper ore resulted in a
significantly higher carbon-to-copper recovery
ratio as well as improved copper grade.”
“In line with our Solvay One Planet roadmap,
our mining chemistry is dedicated to providing
safer, cleaner and more resource-efficient
results,” says Ricardo Capanema, Global
Marketing & Business Development Director of
Mining Solutions at Solvay. “As mines manage
ores with lower grade content and face
increasingly stricter regulations, they can benefit
from our full suite of reagents, digital capabilities
and technical support to design a custom reagent
scheme best suited to their flotation circuits.”

Jameson Cell - larger volumes from smaller footprints
Jameson Cell has evolved even further in Glencore Technology’s trajectory
for their flagship mineral processing technology to deliver more
concentrate per dollar, per metre and per year. First, Jameson Cell has
introduced larger-throughput 8500/12 model Jameson Cells in both B and
Z type designs. These double the capacity of Glencore Technology’s
previous largest cell. A single unit can treat up to 1,500 t/h. The company
told IM: “The imperative for this advancement was to create a unit that
could handle the higher loads seen in large rougher and rougher scavenger
duties, but the cell can be used in all duties. And as the world’s ores
become increasingly complex and degraded, and as concentrators grow in
size and required volume for processing in response, these new cells are
going to pay dividends to operations that incorporate them.”
And the concept has been proven. A Z8500/12 has just been installed in
an Australian operation. Dry and water commissioning stages have been
successfully completed and the cell is performing as expected. It is set
to process 2,800 m3/h of fresh feed slurry, which contains 1,255 t/h of
solid material. Seven more B8500/12 units are also committed to an
overseas project commencing later this year.
Second, Jameson Cell has evolved a new B8500/12 ERM-Less design
that delivers up to 7 m reduction in height. For applications where height
reduction is needed, there is potential for all B-Cell design Jameson Cells
to be positioned closer to the ground. As an example, a 250-350 t/h threestage cleaner circuit can be delivered with just three Jameson Cells, in an
area just 28 m long and 12 m high. The savings on building height and
structural support are significant.
And third, Jameson Cell has proven that modular versions of its high

Maelgwyn and
the FineFuture project
Froth flotation is arguably the most important
minerals separation process. However, current
conventional flotation technologies do not work
adequately for fine particles, ie below 20
microns. Dr Duong Hoang, Applied R&D Lead
at Maelgwyn Mineral Services Ltd told IM that
this is a serious challenge at present, limiting the
exploitation of deposits and proper recycling of
end-of-life products containing Critical Raw
Materials (CRM). FineFuture is an EU-funded
project which explores innovative technologies
and concepts to improve the flotation recovery of
ultrafine particles. This three-year FineFuture
project is an intensive collaborative effort
bringing together 16 partners from academia and
industry from 11 European and associated
countries. Led by Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden
Rossendorf (HZDR), the project has received over
€6.2 million in funding from the EU. Hoang said:
“Besides improving our understanding of the
efficient separation of fine particles by proper
turbulence design. The aim of FineFuture is to
combine progressive facility design and process
innovations to develop new technological
solutions on various TRL levels for the flotation
separation of fine particles.”
He adds: "Within the context of project,
Maelgwyn Mineral Services (MMS) is looking at
utilising its innovative pneumatic reactorseparator flotation technologies for the

throughput cell sizes are successful. “The segmented construction is
perfect for remote and transport-restricted operations. Already, two
E3432/8 modular cells have been installed and commissioned, five
modular B6500/24 cells have been sold, and eleven more are committed
to an overseas operation under construction now.”
These innovations came as the world’s first Jameson Concentrator –
which heavily revolves around the Jameson Cell technology – was installed
and commissioned very successfully at Hudbay’s New Britannia
operation. New Britannia was a complex two-feed project that had more
talc content than initial projections and tests indicated. Two distinct ore
zones deliver significant feed variability. One is a low copper, high talc (up
to 10%) portion which comes from a low 0.2-0.5% copper zone. The other
is a low talc (virtually no talc) high copper (>2% Cu) zone. Yet it was water
commissioned within two days and it achieved tails grade target feeding a
gold leach circuit within 24 hours. There are no blowers or compressors
required. And it requires 50% less footprint and power than the alternative
designs. Just four Jameson Cells replace 12 tank cells.
The circuit is operating at full capacity and it is far exceeding upgrade
ratios achieved during pilot tests at high copper recovery. Hudbay and its
shareholders are happy with the Jameson Concentrator and are due to
install a further five Jameson Cells at their Stall Concentrator
Following these successes, a major lead and zinc Jameson Concentrator
is under construction providing over 50% footprint and power savings
compared to a conventional concentrator. And a total of 30 Jameson
Concentrators are being considered for projects in upcoming years with
individual throughputs of up to 120 Mt/y.
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Maelgwyn Imhoflot™ GCells at Kazzinc's Altyntau
Kokshetau

separation of ultrafine particles based on
Maelgwyn’s Imhoflot™ pneumatic flotation,
where the particle-bubble collision takes place
instantaneously within the aerator in a high
shear highly turbulent zone with little residence
time as compared to the conventional rotorstator machines. The energy input is more
efficiently directed into the bubble-particle
collection, rather than energy being used to
maintain the pulp in suspension as in mechanical
cells. The intense mixing via the RichtmyerMeshkov instability together with the generation
of reactive microbubbles is assumed to be the
main driver for enhanced collision frequencies
and the probability of fine particles at
microbubbles which is governed by the
hydrodynamics. Thus, the kinetic energy with
most of the current flotation apparatuses is not

yet sufficient for the capture
of fine and ultrafine
particles. The advanced
aerator is not only a fine
bubbles generator but also
helps to clean the mineral
surfaces, thus increasing
reagent selectivity and
reducing the dosing
required."
Hoang said that three
case studies using
pneumatic flotation with the
new aerator type on ultrafine particles showed
very promising results:
n Fine gold recovery: Imhoflot™ G-Cells have
been trailed at Kazzinc's Altyntau Kokshetau
operation in Kazakhstan where the existing
conventional cells were not achieving the
desired grade-recovery profile with the main
gold losses reported to be in the fine (< 38
µm) and ultra-fine (< 20 µm) size fractions.
The application of two G-14 cells in an open
circuit demonstrated the ability to recover the
fine and ultra-fine gold loss to the tailings,
with the G-cell achieving an average
concentrate grade of 19.94 g/t, compared to
the existing circuit final concentrate grade of
25-30 g/t achieved with two cleaning stages.
Size by size analyses showed it was possible
to achieve an additional recovery of 65% and

BGRIMM & intelligent flotation
As the largest supplier of flotation equipment in China, BGRIMM told IM
it has made significant progress in the past year. The concept and
development pathway of more intelligent flotation equipment were
proposed. “It covers modern sense technology, automatic control, artificial
intelligence, Internet of Things, robots and other high-tech. The intelligent
flotation equipment should have the capability of self-perceiving, selfdiagnosing, autonomously operating and self-maintaining. It is a kind of
flotation cell system that adjusts operating parameters and process
variables for optimum technical and economic indicator.”
It says that quite a few intelligent devices have already been developed
by BGRIMM engineers, such as an on-line bubble size measuring device,
in-situ bubble loading measuring system, solid suspension detector and
froth lip cleaning robot. HIF cells equipped with multi-dimensional
intelligent sensing system represent the first step made by BGRIMM
towards its ambition. The HIF-680 intelligent flotation cell has been
running in China's largest copper mine, Dexing Copper Mine, for one year.
The comprehensive recovery rate of the flotation circuit has been
increased by 1.05% with the installation. The HIF-130 has been
successfully applied in Wushan Copper Mine of Jiangxi Copper Group. The
recovery rate of copper has increased by 1.10%, and those of gold and
silver have increased by 0.88% and 0.89%, respectively.
In the past year, BGRIMM says it has also been making efforts to
develop special flotation equipment for energy minerals such as
crystalline graphite ore and low-grade lepidolite lithium ore (Li2O content
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68% in the size fractions of < 20 µm and 2038 µm, respectively.
n Slime magnesite from Magnesitas Navarras
(MAGNA) - Spain (cyclone overflow, d80 = 17
μm which is currently discarding to the
tailings) - Using reserve-direct flotation, more
than 90% quartz has been removed with the
reverse stage and a concentrate containing
80 % to 90 % magnesite with only MMS
rougher flotation which is more selective than
lab mechanical cells.
n Ultrafine copper (Cleaner Scavenger Tails CST), d80 is about 20 μm - Mineral Liberation
Analysis MLA showed that there are still
liberated ultrafine copper and zinc-bearing
sulfides that are currently lost to the tailings
due to the inefficiency of recovering the fine
particles using the existing mechanical cells.
The CST contains about 1.0 % Cu and 0.7 %
Zn with a large tonnage of production
annually, ie 450, 000 t/y, which is about
4,500 t of copper and 3,150 t of Zn lost yearly.
With one MMS rougher flotation using the
mini-pilot pneumatic flotation cell, about 50
% of the Cu and Zn have been recovered at a
grade of 4-6 % and 5-8% for Cu and Zn
respectively.
A pilot plant is currently commissioned and
ready for testwork at the biggest copper
concentrator in Europe, KGHM, Polkowice,
Poland. Maelgwyn and FineFuture teams are
looking forward to the pilot trials onsite in
October 2022 and also concluding the successful
FineFuture project. IM

less than 0.3%). Some 16 sets of 100 m3 forced-air flotation cells have
been applied in the Luobei graphite mine in Heilongjiang, China, with a
processing capacity of 7,500 t/d. The particle size of feeding is -0.074 mm,
accounting for 40%. The design graphite recovery rate is 85%, design
grade is 95%, and more than 11% of +0.15 mm particles in the concentrate.
“Considering the strong hydrophobicity and drainage ability of graphite
froth, the forced froth scraping technology arranged in parallel has been
adopted on tank flotation cells.”
Then 30 sets of 320 m3 BGRIMM forced-air flotation cells have been
installed as roughers, scavengers and cleaners at CATL’s lithium mine in
Yichun to separate lepidolite. The particle size of feeding material is -0.3
mm (-74 microns approximately 35%), and the processing capacity is 45
Mt/y. The grade of lepidolite is low, and the Li2O content is about 0.3%.
Then six sets of 160 m3 KYF flotation cells have been applied as roughers
and scavengers for granitic pegmatite lithium ore at the Arcadia mine in
Zimbabwe.
For copper, 17 sets of KYF-200 m3 flotation cells have been utilised for
the selective separation of copper and cobalt ore at the TFM Project of
CMOC in DRC. Also in DRC for the Longshi project, 28 KYF-70 m3 flotation
cells have been adopted for separation of copper and cobalt ore, which are
currently under installation. For Codelco’s Rajo Inca project, KYF-8/4
flotation cells for copper-molybdenum selective separation have been
delivered. Finally, 16 sets of CLF-40 flotation cells are going to be
dispatched for a Mexican copper slag project.
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A major focus of this year’s IMARC agenda is
how the METS sector is enabling one of the
world’s most essential industries to meet the
increasing expectations for safer, more efficient
and sustainable mining and exploration

IMARC 2022 explores METS challenges and
opportunities in a rapidly changing world
“IMARC’s vision is to have a meaningful impact on the
role of the mining and resources industry, to help drive
our goal of a smarter, more productive industry of the
future”
greener future will require more mining
than ever before, with collaboration and
the adoption of new technologies across
the industry’s entire value chain no longer an
option, but a necessity.
This will be among the key challenges being
addressed by industry leaders and innovators at
the International Mining and Resources
Conference (IMARC) in Sydney, Australia, this
November.
According to key players in the mining
equipment, technology and services (METS)
sector, who will be speaking at the forum,
there’s an urgent need for the industry to
dramatically increase their uptake of
sustainable technologies.
Paul Berkovic, Chief Commercial Officer at I4
Mining by Rayven, says initially some
technologies are hard to adopt but will
eventually have an extremely significant impact
on productivity, safety and in meeting demand
for critical minerals vital to future energy
solutions, including solar panels and wind
farms.
“Competitively, it will be unavoidable, but
there will also be huge environmental benefits
to the adoption of this technology which
consumers should understand because mining
is not going anywhere,” Berkovic said. “It’s a
really important part of our economy, but how
do we make it a more friendly part of the
economy than it currently is perceived as?”
Ethically-conscious consumers are one of the
major driving forces behind the mining sector’s
transition according to METS Ignited General
Manager, Kylah Morrison, who says they are

A

more influential on the industry than ever before
thanks to the pressure they put on end-user
manufacturers.
“You’re seeing a lot of those end users,
which maybe had two or three steps before the
raw materials got to them, starting to have to
take responsibility for what those interim steps
are and make them more secure, so we’re
seeing miners have a more direct relationships
with end users,” Morrison said.
“You’ve got your investors saying ‘we need
transparency on this’ and ‘we’re not going to
invest unless you can show us that’, and,
fortunately for the future of mining, it’s not just
the investors but the customers who are going
to demand that you are meeting your goals in
terms of decarbonisation but also ESG.”
She added: “Fortunately, with data and
computing power we can offer that
transparency. Apple, for example, could say to
the consumer – who’s purchasing the iPhone,
the iPad, etc – ‘we know for sure that we’re
providing a carbon neutral or low carbon
product’.”
With community influence in mind, it’s also
the responsibility of mining companies around
the world to ensure they are engaging these
technologies in a thoughtful way, rather than
making reactionary decisions in an effort to
engage in short-term solutions that may not be
manageable in the future.
“The mining space has been at the vanguard
of technology to a certain extent,” Berkovic
said. “It’s had self-driving vehicles and all sorts
for 20-30 years now, but what is happening now
is a whole lot of these new novel technologies

are coming out but they’re being adopted in a
sort of ‘point and shoot’ manner.”
A major focus of this year’s IMARC agenda is
how the METS sector is enabling one of the
world’s most essential industries to meet the
increasing expectations for safer, more efficient
and sustainable mining and exploration.
IMARC Conference Director, Sherene
Asnasyous, says with such a diverse cross
section of the mining and resources industry
attending, the event is a unique opportunity for
collaboration to share crucial knowledge and
address evolving challenges such as this.
“Unlike many mining and resource events,
IMARC is more than a closed shop for miners,”
Asnasyous says. “It is a place to do business
and for mining leaders and operators to drive
the conversations around a prosperous future.
“IMARC will shine a spotlight on the role the
METS sector is taking in driving the global
energy transition, how it is bringing innovation
to the exploration and development of new
future-facing resources, and how it is helping
balance the needs of the developed and the
developing world, as well as local communities
and environments, in the resource transition.
“IMARC’s vision is to have a meaningful
impact on the role of the mining and resources
industry, to help drive our goal of a smarter,
more productive industry of the future.”

This year’s program at a glance:
With innovation at the heart of the global METS
sector, IMARC 2022 will be more ambitious than
ever, with six concurrent conferences covering
the entire mining value chain.
This year, IMARC takes a deeper focus on
accelerating the energy transition with a brandnew three-day conference where discussions
will take place on climate resilience and
decarbonisation strategies, critical minerals and
the role of fossil fuels in the energy transition.
The global conference program features a
variety of presentations from experts on
everything from climate change to cultural
heritage, to renewable energy, gender and
diversity, technology, safety and more.
At its core, IMARC creates a global
conversation and is all about the business of
mining and resources, providing extensive
opportunities for collaboration, knowledge
sharing, cross-sector engagement and investment.
For more information, please visit
imarcglobal.com
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